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Preface
This special issue of Science of Computer Programming contains three papers which
were originally submitted to the $rst edition of the Workshop on Language Descrip-
tions, Tools and Applications (LDTA’01). The theme of the LDTA workshops is the
description of (programming) languages and the development and=or generation of
tools for these languages based on formal descriptions. Examples of tools are interac-
tive transformation tools, software renovation tools, and application generators. Many
aspects of the de$nition of languages, and the derivation of tools and applications are
independent of the actual formalisms used. The LDTA workshops aim at achieving a
cross-fertilization of research in this area by bringing together researchers from various
schools (attribute grammars, algebraic approaches, action semantics, operational seman-
tics, and denotational semantics) working on language descriptions and tool generation.
The workshop also aims at bringing together people from the theoretical side as well
as people who develop tools and work on applications. The three papers presented
in this special issue cover a broadrange aspects related to language descriptions. The
paper by Doh and Mosses presents the new generation of action semantics and fo-
cusses on composing programming languages by combining action-semantics modules.
This allows languages designers to gradually develop a language by de$ning, selecting
and combining the appropriate modules. The paper by Hedin and Magnusson describes
a combination of declarative techniques (attribute grammars) and object-oriented pro-
gramming techniques (Java code) for implementing a compiler. This is demonstrated
by the JastAdd system, a Java-based system for compiler construction. The paper by
Kuipers and Visser demonstrates how generic language technology can be combined
again with general purpose programming languages. A declarative syntax de$nition
formalism is combined with the object-oriented language Java. The resulting tool
JJForester supports the construction and traversal of (parse) trees represented by object
structures. The guest editors of this special issue want to thank all authors for the e8ort
of transforming their workshop submission into a journal version. Secondly we thank
the LDTA program committee and the external referees for reviewing the submissions
for this special issue. Finally, we thank the editorial board of Science of Computer
Programming for providing us with the opportunity to devote an issue of this journal
to this workshop.
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